Introduction
Intraoperative cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is an essential method to verify the placement of implants and the repositioning of bone fractures during surgery. New concepts of open intraoperative CBCT systems attempt to ensure free access to the patient. In this paper we present simulation studies of different intraoperative CBCT system concepts and identify addressable clinical applications. Based on volume reconstructions we compare the reachable image quality and occurring artifacts.
Methods
For the studies we used a simulation environment, which allows the simulation of arbitrary imaging system concepts within a simplified OR-setup. A whole body CT-volume was used as a model of the patient and placed on the OR-table. Based on the specific systems concepts trajectories of the x-ray source and the image detector were calculated. According to these trajectories artificial projection images of the CT-data were generated and reconstructed with the SART algorithm.
Results
Three system concepts have been evaluated: (a) a conventional c-arm imaging concept, (b) an orbital imaging concept with a circular x-ray source movement above the patient and a fixed detector on the table and (c) a concept that combines the orbital movement with the conventional circular trajectory. According to the trajectories we virtually scanned different body regions like head, spine and hip. The reconstruction results prove that all three concepts are appropriate for the selected scenarios. Because of the limited scanning angle of the orbital imaging concept artifacts were visible which may influence the clinical use. In contrast, the combined concept offers a complete volume reconstruction without cone-beam artifacts.
Conclusion
In this paper we performed simulation studies of three different intraoperative CBCT system concepts. Based on these simulations we showed that open imaging concepts can address the same clinical applications like 3D c-arm systems.
